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Overview





● Know certain crisis, wars and policies by heart e.g. first berlin 

blockade, containment etc. 

● You have to know their causes, significance and consequences. 

● Paper 2, 3 are all about comparing and contextualizing. Learn the meanings 

of the different question words such as to what extent, evaluate, 

discuss... Because they will hint you how you need to argue e.g. 

● To what extent was ideology rather than economics factors the main reason 

for the breakdown of the Grand Alliance? Lets break it down. 

● To what extent means that you have to look at different perspectives and 

evaluate them. 

● Ideology and economic factors are reasons --> focus in your essay mainly 

on these factors. "Rather" means that you have to compare the significance 

and find out which one is more significant. 

● Support your arguments with histrionically. 

● Reach a definite, clear stated conclusion, dont make a new point. Refer 

back to your introduction and main arguments. 



Overview
➢ 45 minutes to formulate 1 essays



Planning an Essay



Planning an Essay
➢ Spend 5 minutes listing factors relevant to the question

○ List of notes to refer to if you get stuck

○ Cross off items from the lust

➢ Make sure you understand the question
○ Breakdown the question

➢ Create a list of events (factual information)

➢ ib study center

➢ What will you focus on? What idea/concept will you focus 

your essay around? - Thesis 

http://mrkimsib20thcentury.weebly.com/study-center.html


Planning an Essay - Example
Question:

Discuss the impact of one country in either Europe or Asia on the emergence of superpower 

rivalry between 1943 and 1949

Breakdown the question:

➢ Discuss

○ Look at a range of arguments relevant to the rest of the question

➢ One country in either Europe or Asia

○ Only one country

➢ Emergence of superpower rivalry

○ Origins of conflict between USA and USSR

➢ 1943 and 1949

○ Time frame includes: opening a second front, conferences (Yalta and Potsdam), 

berlin airlift, NATO, victory of communists in Asia, division of Germany, 

dropping of the atom bomb, truman doctrine, marshall plan, coup in 

Czechoslovakia



Planning an Essay - Example… Continued
Let’s choose Germany!

Create a list of events

➢ Yalta and Potsdam

➢ Division of Germany as an occupied country

➢ Long Telegram

➢ Currency crisis

➢ Marshall plan

➢ NATO

➢ Berlin Blockade

➢ Berlin Airlift

➢ Division of germany into two political units

Ask yourself: What will you focus on? What idea/concept will you focus your essay around?

➢ Conflict over Germany was a decisive factor in the emergence of superpower rivalry



Planning your essay - Your turn
➢ Examine the impact of the US Containment policy on the superpower 

relations from 1947-1968 

➢ Identify the different components of the essay and write down, in your own 

words, what you think the question is asking you to do.

➢ List the event that will help you answer the question.

➢ Come up with a response to the question. (don’t write the entire essay, 

just come up with a list of events

➢ Finally, what idea/concept will you focus your essay on?



Writing an 
Introduction



Writing and Introduction
➢ How will you answer the question?

➢ Succinct introductory paragraph

➢ BOLT
○ B - Backgound information that places the question in its historical 

context

○ O - Opposing view (s) revisionist vs. orthordox

○ L - List of evidence; a reasonable amount (time)

○ T - Thesis - how will you answer the questions

➢ Write in your central idea/concept



Writing and Introduction - Example
B - Background 

information and 

identification of 

the example

O - Opposing 

view

L - List of 

evidence

T - Thesis is 

presented



Writing the Body 
of the Essay



Writing the Body of the Essay
Question:

Discuss the impact of one country in either Europe or Asia on the emergence of 

superpower rivalry between 1943 and 1949.

Avoid:

1. Describing situations

2. Telling stories



Body Paragraphs
Think of them as mini-essays that should have an 

introduction, a body and conclusion

Always advance argument



PEEL
P Point - your topic sentence where you present 

the argument for this paragraph

E Evidence - the facts you use to support the 

argument

E Explanation - the analysis of the evidence you 

present

L Link - where you relate this argument to the 

larger question



Practice 1 - Body Paragraph
At Yalta the Big 3 decided they needed to make decisions about 

Germany as it was definitely going to fall soon. At first they 

decided to divide Germany into three parts - one each for the 

UK, USSR and US - but later the UK wanted France to get a 

share but the Soviets did not want to give up their portion, 

so Stalin told FDR and Churchill that France could have a 

part, but it had to come out of the US and UK spheres so the 

Soviets took one third of Germany and the other two-thirds 

were divided between France, the UK and the USA. The four were 

supposed to have joint command of Germany but soon after the 

German surrender it was obvious that the western parts did not 

have the same goals as the USSR.



Practice 1 - Questions
Answer these questions with the previous slide’s paragraph:

1. Is there useful information in this paragraph? If so, 

what is it?

2. How could the information be more useful? What would you 

add?

3. Is there an argument here?

4. Is there any analytical content?

5. How does it relate to the question?



Practice 1 - Answers
This body paragraph is descriptive, with little analytical 

content and some relation to the question.

It is useful, but doesn’t help to advance an argument because 

of it lacks structure



Practice 2 - Body Paragraph
The UK, USSR and USA worked together towards the defeat of Nazi Germany but as 

the postwar era began their fundamental differences surfaced with the division 

of Germany between 1945 and 1948. As decided upon in the postwar agreements 

they divided Germany into sectors, each to be managed by one of the Allied 

powers. This was meant to be temporary and in 1947 the western sectors (under 

US, UK and France) expressed their intentions to begin to merge towards 

unification. Stalin objected and grew frustrated as the other three continued 

with their plans to combine their powers. The US and UK first combined their 

sectors into bizonia and later France joined and it became trizonia. This 

angered Stalin who withdrew from the Allied Control Council. This series of 

actions showed very clearly how Germany impacted the development of a rivalry 

between the US and USSR. 



Practice 2 - Questions
1. Find all the parts of PEEL (with previous slide’s 

paragraph) - (see next slide for answers)



Practice 2 - Body Paragraph
The UK, USSR and USA worked together towards the defeat of Nazi Germany but as 

the postwar era began their fundamental differences surfaced with the division 

of Germany between 1945 and 1948. As decided upon in the postwar agreements 

they divided Germany into sectors, each to be managed by one of the Allied 

powers. This was meant to be temporary and in 1947 the western sectors (under 

US, UK and France) expressed their intentions to begin to merge towards 

unification. Stalin objected and grew frustrated as the other three continued 

with their plans to combine their powers. The US and UK first combined their 

sectors into bizonia and later France joined and it became trizonia. This 

angered Stalin who withdrew from the Allied Control Council. This series of 

actions showed very clearly how Germany impacted the development of a rivalry 

between the US and USSR.
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Practice 2 - Answers
1. Good structure - have body paragraphs in chronological 

order (sequencing)

2. Alternative perspective - should be considered before you 

reach your conclusion - you can present this is one for 

your body paragraphs (see next slide)



Practice 2 - Alternative Perspective
One the other hand, Germany also represented a last attempt 

for the superpowers to work together, in the new form of the 

Nuremberg Trials. Beginning in November 1945, the Allied 

powers collaborated in the war crimes tribunals. Through 

their cooperation, many of the surviving leaders were 

convicted of crimes against humanity, often resulting in 

executions. This demonstrated that Germany wasn’t always a 

source of tension between the superpowers and, indeed, was at 

times a place of agreement between the USSR and USA.



Writing the 
Conclusion



Writing the Conclusion
Question:

Discuss the impact of one country in either Europe or Asia on the emergence of superpower 

rivalry between 1943 and 1949.

What to do?

1. Summarize your points and reach a holistic conclusion.

2. Restate thesis (if you had one)

3. Explain how you proved your thesis

4. Could also raise other issues to provide another line of inquiry for future 

exploration



Conclusion 1 - Example
Germany clearly had a significant impact on the emergence of 

Soviet-American rivalry. By 1949 each country had its sphere 

of influence in a politically divided Germany and both 

superpowers were determined that they would not lose the next 

power struggle. Berlin continued to be a source of tension, 

as the US had an enclave in the middle of the Soviet sector, 

and would continue to be a source of tension through the 

early 1960s, but for a long time being Germany was reflective 

of the East-West rivalry that dominated the globe.



Conclusion 1 - thoughts
1. 1st sentence is a clear restatement of the conclusion

2. 2nd sentence addresses the points in a broad, collective 

manner

3. final sentence takes the essay out to its broaded 

implications



Conclusion 2 - Example
Ironically, the two nations had formed an alliance due to Germany 

during WWII to defeat Germany, but that divided the two most 

sharply. Decisions about postwar Germany contributed to the 

breakdown of East-West relations between 1943 and 1949 to an 

extremely large extent. The relation between the USSR and US for the 

rest of the Cold War era was defined through these events in 

Germany. Because they could not agree on an action plan, the wartime 

relationship began to break down. The course that this rivalry would 

take was muddled when the USSR dominated an atom bomb in August 1949 

and the PRC claimed victory in the Chinese Civil War in OCT 1949. 

The Berlin Blockade showed the unwillingness of the superpowers to 

engage one another directly, so the result was a series of proxy 

wars that lasted until the 1980s. 



Conclusion 2 - Questions
Identify each of the following components of Conclusion 2

1. Answer or restatement of thesis

2. Main points

3. Bigger picture

4. Is there anything you would add or delete to the 

conclsion



Conclusion 3 - Example
In reality, Germany was not as important to the development 

of superpower rivalries as has been presented so far. 

Instead, the main issue between the two countries was atomic 

superiority of the US that was negated in Aug 1949 when the 

Soviets levelled the playing field by detonating their own 

bomb. It was this parity that caused the superpower rivalry 

to emerge.



Conclusion 3 - Questions
What is the problem with Conclusion 3?



Top Tips to be Successful
1. Take time to unpack the question

2. Answer the question you were asked

3. Make a plan

4. Know your material

5. Asking a history teacher if you need to know names and 

dates is like asking a math teacher is you need to know 

numbers

6. Keep your essay focused by referring back to the question

7. Make the ending relevant: this isn’t a mystery novel - no 

surprise endings :)



Top Tips to be Successful (...continued)
8. There is no right answer and there is nothing wrong with 

taking the middle ground

9. As long as you support your argument with relevant factual 

details, it is a valid argument

10. An essay should be as long as it takes for you to answer 

the questions; some of the best essays are short, but loaded 

with concise explanations and good use of historical data

11. Practice leads to improvement


